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Set yourself for success with the Airi
Office Chair. This office chair is
ergonomically constructed to help
you maintain good posture and is
adjustable for your height.
H: 41' x W: 23' x D: 26'

The Jannie Arm Chair is a perfect
accent to your indoor and outdoor
furniture. This armchair features a
weather-resistant and strong
aluminum frame with breathable
textilene fabric material.
H: 32' x W: 22' x D: 23

The Erlend 28" Round Dining Table is
a perfect accent to your indoor and
outdoor furniture. This table has a
tempered glass top over breathable
textilene mesh. Weather-resistant
and easy to clean.
H: 29' x W: 28' x D: 28'

Contemporary meets cozy with the
Elma Counter Stool. Quilted fabric
over foam creates an inviting
atmosphere while the long powdercoated steel legs elevate the general
aesthetic.
H: 38' x W: 22' x D: 19'

The Llona Round Coffee Table is
arranged to have a two-dimensional
appearance when viewed from
certain angles. The effect is a
polished look and unique shape.
H: 16' x W: 36' x D: 36'

High back or low, armrests or not, the
Dirk Office Chair design is very
popular for all the right reasons. With
stunning design and a variety of color
options, the Dirk is perfect for any
office space
H: 38' x W: 27' x D: 25'

The Atle 54” Oval Dining Table is as
classic as it gets with a graceful oval
shape and matte finish. A formidable
centerpiece that can work on many
levels.
H: 30' x W: 54' x D: 34'

This unique take on a stool combined
with a chair invites you to stay a
while. The Rudy makes your
establishment look really well
established.
H: 39' x W: 18' x D: 18'
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COMPANY INFORMATION
“The Right Design, The Right Price.” This has been Eurø Style’s motto for over 35-years. Focusing on the retail, design and hospitality
industries, Eurø Style has grown exponentially delivering quality products for some of the best prices in the industry. Its uniquely Scandinavianinspired collection is designed in Europe and developed in factories throughout East Asia and Italy.
Customers can order products directly from Eurø Style’s Northern California warehouse or through the factory direct container programs. There
are no minimums on the products shipped from the warehouse and they can usually be shipped one business day after ordering.
Website: www.euro.style
Phone: (415) 455-8000
Email: cs@euro.style
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